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ABSTRACT

Theoretical models for continuous-flow and stopped-flow spin-exchange optical pumping of 129Xe have long predicted much higher 129Xe
polarization values than are measured experimentally, leading to a search for additional depolarization mechanisms. In this work, we show
that a misapplication of the general theory of spin-exchange optical pumping along with the incorrect use of previously measured spin-
exchange constants has been perpetuated in the past 20 years and is the main cause of the long-held discrepancy between theoretical and
experimental 129Xe polarization values. Following the standard theory of spin-exchange optical pumping developed almost 40 years ago by
Happer et al., we outline the common mistake made in the application of this theory in modern theoretical models and derive a simplified
expression of the spin-exchange cross section that can be used to correctly predict 129Xe polarization values under any set of experimental
conditions. We show that the complete expression of the spin-exchange cross section derived using the work of Happer et al. predicts spin-
exchange rates tenfold higher than those previously assumed in theoretical models of continuous-flow and stopped-flow spin-exchange
optical pumping and can fully rectify the long-standing discrepancy between theoretical and experimental polarization values.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0037440

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear spin hyperpolarization is used to increase the sensitiv-
ity of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements by several
orders of magnitude. For a nuclear spin 1/2, hyperpolarization con-
sists of bringing the nuclear spin system out of thermal equilib-
rium, depopulating one of the two energy states in favor of the
other, thus creating a difference in populations between the two
energy levels far greater than what is dictated by the Boltzmann
distribution at thermal equilibrium. This way, the nuclear polariza-
tion, on which the NMR signal depends, becomes magnetic field
independent, enabling studies at lower magnetic field strengths or
the detection of low-density spin systems like gases.1–3

Hyperpolarization of noble gases such as 3He and 129Xe has
been used extensively in the last 15–20 years to probe lung ventila-
tion function.4–6 In recent years, the ability to obtain high levels of
129Xe polarization has enabled studies that go beyond gas-phase
imaging.7–10 Because of its inert nature, high solubility, and large
electron cloud, which results in a chemical shift range 20 times
larger than other nuclei typically detected in magnetic resonance
experiments, hyperpolarized 129Xe has enabled direct detection of

gas exchange processes in the lung, brain and kidney perfusion,
and tissue temperature.11–15 For these novel biomedical imaging
applications, higher levels of 129Xe polarization and the ability to
produce large volumes of gas on short time scales are crucial.

Hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe is produced via spin-exchange
optical pumping (SEOP) with one of two methods, either stopped-
flow, where HP 129Xe is produced in a large single batch, or
continuous-flow, where HP 129Xe is gradually collected cryogeni-
cally until the desired volume is accumulated. Under optical
pumping, the valence electrons of an alkali metal vapor, typically
Rb, develop a bulk polarization. Optical pumping occurs in a mag-
netic field where selection rules dictated by the absorption of circu-
larly polarized photons lead to a depopulation of one of the
electron spin states and to a bulk electron spin polarization.
Then, through spin-exchanging interactions, the electronic spin
polarization is transferred to the nuclear spins of 129Xe. Therefore,
the final 129Xe polarization depends on several key factors: the Rb
polarization, the rate of spin-exchange between Rb and Xe, and the
Xe spin-destruction rate, that is the rate at which the nuclear spin
system returns back to thermal equilibrium. The final 129Xe
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polarization also depends on the Rb vapor density in two ways: the
Rb polarization, due to the balance of available photons per Rb
atom, and the spin-exchange rate, which is proportional to the Rb
vapor density.

Since its advent, the general SEOP theory developed by
Happer et al.16–20 has been adapted to predict experimental 129Xe
polarization values obtainable under stopped-flow and continuous-
flow production of HP 129Xe. For continuous-flow SEOP setups, in
particular, these theoretical models have long predicted 129Xe polari-
zation values 2–3 times higher than those achieved experimentally.
Previous works attempting to resolve this discrepancy between theo-
retical and experimental 129Xe polarization values have focused on
identifying possible spin-destruction mechanisms.21–24

More recently, a re-evaluation of some of the assumptions
commonly made in these theoretical models for predicting HP
129Xe polarization values revealed major issues with the way
the standard theory of SEOP19 has been applied in these
models.4,21,23,25–28 Specifically, simulated and experimental Rb
vapor densities for continuous-flow SEOP were found to be an
order of magnitude smaller than those expected in a closed cell at
thermal equilibrium which have been assumed in these models.
More interestingly, when correct Rb vapor densities were used in
these SEOP models, theoretical 129Xe polarization values fell well
below those achieved experimentally, even when considering
optimal polarization conditions, pointing out possible additional
mistakes in the application of the standard SEOP theory in these
models.29

Here, by performing an in-depth literature review of the
general theory of spin-exchange optical pumping, we reveal a
common mistake made in the application of this theory to both
continuous-flow and stopped-flow SEOP models. Specifically, we
show that a misuse of a simplified expression of the spin-exchange
cross section used in SEOP theoretical models, along with the over-
estimation of the Rb vapor density previously found, led to the
long-standing discrepancy between theoretical and experimental
129Xe polarization values. A new expression for the spin-exchange
cross section is then derived directly from the standard theory of
SEOP, which is then confirmed experimentally. The newly derived
expression, along with the true Rb vapor density, is then used to
correctly predict experimental 129Xe polarization values.

II. THEORY OF SPIN-EXCHANGE OPTICAL PUMPING

In the following, we summarize the general theory of SEOP
that was initially developed by Happer et al.,16–20 to point out the
mistakes made in previous papers4,21,23,25–29 when applying this
theory, and to derive an explicit expression of the spin-exchange
cross section that can be used in these theoretical models under
any set of experimental conditions. For convenience, all constants
that appear in this paper and their definitions can be found in the
supplementary material.

Under optical pumping, circularly polarized photons are used
to spin-polarize the valence electrons of alkali metal atoms, typi-
cally a Rb vapor, which acquire a bulk spin polarization. This
polarization is then transferred, via the hyperfine interaction, to the
nuclear spins of noble gas atoms, such as Xe.

There are two mechanisms that can mediate spin-exchange
between a noble gas atom and an alkali metal atom: binary colli-
sions and the formation and destruction of van der Waals mole-
cules. The Hamiltonian for spin exchange through binary collisions
can be written as

Hbc ¼ α~K �~S, (1)

which describes the isotropic magnetic dipole interaction between
the nuclear spin K of the noble gas atom and the electron spin S of
the alkali metal atom. As the lifetime of the binary collision, τbc, is
very short (�10�12 s), only the nuclear spin of the noble gas atom
and the electronic spin of the alkali atom couple. This interaction
is typically expressed in terms of a velocity-averaged binary
spin-exchange cross section, hσνi,

hσνi ¼ 1
2[Rb]

1
TK ,bc

ατbc
�h

� �2
, (2)

where [Rb] is the Rb vapor density, 1=TK ,bc is the binary collision
rate per Xe molecule, α is the coupling constant between K and S,
and �h is the reduced Planck constant, i.e., the Planck constant
divided by 2π.

Spin exchange during the lifetime of a loosely bound van der
Waals molecule is more complex. This is because a three-body
collision must first occur to form the van der Waals molecule and
then another three-body collision must occur to break up the
molecule. During the lifetime of the van der Waals molecule, τ,
and at low field strengths, the hyperfine interaction dominates
the Zeeman interaction and the spin-dependent part of the
Hamiltonian can be approximated by

Hvdw ¼ A~I �~Sþ γ~N �~Sþ α~K �~S, (3)

where A~I �~S represents the isotropic magnetic dipole interaction
between the alkali nuclear spin I and the electron spin S, γ~N �~S
represents the spin-rotation interaction—this term contributes to
spin destruction as the electron spin angular momentum is
transferred to the rotational angular momentum N of the
molecule—and α~K �~S represents the isotropic magnetic dipole
interaction between the nuclear spin K of the noble gas atom and
the electronic spin S of the alkali atom.

Because under normal SEOP conditions (B0 � 20 G) A2 is
much greater than both γ2 and α2, we can still use the atomic
quantum number F ¼ I þ S of the alkali atom to define the energy
levels of the van der Waals molecule. Additionally, we can define
two helpful parameters,

x ¼ γN
α

(4)

and

f ¼ γNτ

�h
¼ po,i[T]

pi
: (5)

The parameter x is known as the Breit–Rabi field parameter and it
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describes the fraction of the alkali spin S that is transferred to the
rotational angular momentum N of the van der Waals molecule vs
that transferred to the nuclear spin K of the noble gas atom.
Therefore, x, or better its inverse, is a measure of the spin-transfer
efficiency between the alkali metal and the noble gas atoms.30

Its value was found to be 4.1 for 129Xe-Rb by Bhaskar et al.31

The parameter f represents the angle of rotation of S about N and
its expression implicitly assumes that the dephasing of S occurs
during the entire lifetime of the van der Waals molecule.19,32,33 f
can be expressed in terms of the characteristic pressure po, which is
temperature dependent, and the pressure of the gas, p.17,34

For the molecular Hamiltonian, we can define two distinct
regimes. The first is referred to as the short lifetime regime
where both

γNτ

�h
� 1;

ατ

�h
� 1;

(6)

but the lifetime of the van der Waals molecule is sufficiently long
such that I and S are still strongly coupled together and F is a good
quantum number, that is,

A(2I þ 1)τ
2�h

� 1: (7)

Under these conditions, the only allowed transitions are those that
occur with a change in the atomic quantum number f associated
with F of Δf ¼ 0. We can then express the fraction of the interac-
tions that can be described by the short lifetime regime, also
known as the f-dampening regime, as18

ff ¼
X
i

ηi(
A(2Iiþ1)τ

2�h )
2

1þ ( A(2Iiþ1)τ
2�h )

2 ¼
X
i

ηi(ωhf ,iτ)
2

1þ (ωhf ,iτ)
2 , (8)

where η is the abundance of each alkali isotope and ωhf is the
hyperfine frequency of the isotope.

In the regime where Eq. (6) still holds but

A(2I þ 1)τ
2�h

� 1, (9)

the molecular lifetime is so short that I and S cannot couple to F.
In this regime, referred to as the very-short molecular lifetime
regime, or s-dampening regime, transitions can occur with a
change in the atomic quantum number of Δf ¼ 0,+ 1.18,19 The
fraction of s-dampening interactions can be expressed as

fs ¼
X
i

ηi

1þ ( A(2Iiþ1)τ
2�h )

2 ¼
X
i

ηi
1þ (ωhf ,iτ)

2 : (10)

By using the above analytical expressions for the fraction of
spin-exchanging interactions in the short and very-short lifetime
regimes, we can write a general expression (which is nothing but a
weighted average) for the rate of change in the nuclear spin

polarization of the noble gas atom hKZi under SEOP,

d
dt

KZh i ¼
X
i

ηi(ωhf ,iτ)
2

1þ (ωhf ,iτ)
2

1
TK

ατ

(2Iiþ 1)�h

� �2

�
�

K2�K2
Z

� �
FZ,ih i� F2

i �F2
Z,i

� �
KZh i
�

þ ηi
1þ (ωhf ,iτ)

2

1
TK

ατ

�h

� �2�
K2�K2

Z

� �
SZh i� S2� S2Z

� �
KZh i
�

þ 1
TK ,bc

ατbc
�h

� �2�
K2�K2

Z

� �
SZh i� S2� S2Z

� �
KZh i
�
�Γ KZh i:

(11)

In the above expression, 1=TK is the formation rate of van der
Waals molecules, τ is the lifetime of the van der Waals molecule,
and Γ is the intrinsic nuclear spin relaxation rate of the noble gas
atom.19 In this equation, the first and second terms represent the
van der Waals spin-exchange contributions from the short and
very-short lifetime regimes, respectively, whereas the third term
represents the contribution from binary collisions. The final
term represents the nuclear spin relaxation of the noble gas atom
in the absence of an alkali metal vapor. The primary contributors
to this term are noble gas–noble gas interactions and wall relaxa-
tion. In the very low pressure limit where fs ! 0, the second term
in Eq. (11) goes to zero and one recovers the expression that is
valid only for the short lifetime regime. If the pressure is
increased such that fs ! 1, the first term instead goes to zero and
the expression reduces to that valid for the very-short lifetime
regime. A weighted average is used in the intermediate regime where
contributions from the short and very-short lifetime regimes are
expected.

Note that the first term, which describes the contribution
from short-lived van der Waals molecules, depends on the total
(nuclear and electronic) spin FZ of the alkali atom, whereas the
second term, which describes the contribution from very short-
lived van der Waals molecules, depends only on the electronic
spin of the alkali atom, SZ , similar to the term from binary colli-
sions. Equation (11) is a general expression for the rate of change
of the nuclear spin of a noble gas atom during spin exchange and
can be applied to any alkali–noble gas spin pair. For 3He, which
does not participate in the formation of van der Waals molecules,
the first two terms are zero and the last term is dominated by wall
collisions.

For alkali metals and for noble gas atoms with a nuclear spin
of 1/2 like 129Xe, we can easily evaluate some of the expectation
values in Eq. (11). For example,

S2 � S2Z
� � ¼ K2 � K2

Z

� � ¼ 1
2
: (12)

For noble gas atoms with nuclear spins K .1/2, this expectation
value will depend on the nuclear spin polarization and will always
be greater than 1/2. Likewise, for F .1/2, the expectation value
of hFi2 � FZ,i2i depends on the alkali metal polarization and can be
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written as19

F2
i � F2

Z,i

� � ¼ S2 � S2Z
� �þ I2i � I2Z,i

� � ¼ 1
2
þ Ii(Ii þ 1)� 1

�Zi

d2�Zi

dβ2
,

(13)

where �Z is the partition function,

�Z ¼
Xl
ml¼�l

emlβ , (14)

and the constant β represents the spin temperature where

PRb ¼ hFZi
hF2 � F2

Zi
¼ hIZi

hI2 � I2Zi
¼ 2 SZh i ¼ tanh

β

2

� �
: (15)

Note that the condition for a distribution of Rb states that can be
characterized by a Boltzmann spin temperature is satisfied under
optical pumping where the radiative lifetimes of optically excited
Rb atoms are long compared to Rb-Rb spin-exchange rates, which
allows for the mixing of states. A notable exception is found near
the optical cell walls where the lifetimes of the excited Rb atoms are
severely decreased. In this case, the Rb polarization goes to
zero.35,36 This means we can write

FZh i ¼ 2 F2 � F2
Z

� �
SZh i: (16)

Using Eqs. (2), (12), (13), and (16), Eq. (11) becomes

d
dt

KZh i ¼ 1
TK

ατ

�h

� �2 X
i

ηi(ωhf ,iτ)
2

1þ (ωhf ,iτ)
2

F2
i � F2

Z,i

� �
(2Ii þ 1)2

( SZh i � KZh i)
 

þ 1
2

ηi
1þ (ωhf ,iτ)

2

 !
( SZh i � KZh i)

!
þ [Rb] συh i( SZh i

� KZh i)� Γ KZh i: (17)

Furthermore, we must derive an explicit form of the coefficients
1=TK and ατ=�h. In order to do this, we can write down an equation
describing the chemical equilibrium of the creation and destruction
of van der Waals,

[Rb]þ [129Xe]þ [Xe]þ [He]þ [N2]

O [Rb�129 Xe]þ [Xe]þ [He]þ [N2]: (18)

By using TK , the van der Waals formation time constant, and τ, the
break-up time constant, and assuming equilibrium, we can write

[129Xe]
TK

¼ [Rb�129 Xe]
τ

¼ ZXe[Rb][
129Xe][Xe]þ ZHe[Rb][

129Xe][He]

þ ZN2[Rb][
129Xe][N2], (19)

where Zi is the molecular formation rate per unit volume, which
sets the magnitude of the spin-transfer rate.30

Additionally, we can define an equilibrium constant,

κ ¼ [Rb�129 Xe]

[Rb][129Xe]
¼ [Rb� Xe]

[Rb][Xe]
, (20)

which has been found to have a T�3=2 temperature dependence.34

This constant also implies that the van der Waals molecules form
with no isotopic preference. Rearranging Eq. (19),

τ2

TK
¼ κ2[Rb]

ZXe[Xe]þ ZHe[He]þ ZN2[N2]
, (21)

and by defining a new constant,

γM ¼ α2κ2

ZXe�h
2 , (22)

one can finally write

1
Tk

ατ

�h

� �2
¼ γM[Rb]

[Xe]þ ZHe
ZXe

[He]þ ZN2
ZXe

[N2]
: (23)

The terms ZHe=ZXe and ZN2=ZXe are equal to po(Xe)=po(He) and
po(Xe)=po(N2), respectively, where po is defined in Eq. (5). These
terms are typically expressed as bHe and bN2 . Note that as we have
defined γM in terms of Xe, bXe ¼ 1. Using these expressions and
considering that for noble gas atoms with nuclear spin 1/2,
PXe ¼ 2hKZi, and that for alkali atoms like Rb, PRb ¼ 2hSZi,

d
dt

PXeh i ¼
 

γM[Rb]
[Xe]þ bHe[He]þ bN2 [N2]

�
X
i

ηi(ωhf ,iτ)
2

1þ (ωhf ,iτ)
2

F2
i � F2

Z,i

� �
(2Ii þ 1)2

þ 1
2

ηi
1þ (ωhf ,iτ)

2

 ! !

þ [Rb]hσνi
!
( PRbh i � PXeh i)� Γ PXeh i: (24)

Thus, the total spin-exchange cross section37 σSE can be written as

σSE ¼ γM
[Xe]þbHe[He]þbN2[N2]

�
X
i

ηi(ωhf ,iτ)
2

1þ (ωhf ,iτ)
2

F2
i �F2

Z,i

� �
(2Iiþ1)2

þ1
2

ηi
1þ (ωhf ,iτ)

2

 ! !
þhσνi,

(25)

which leaves hσνi, γM , bi, and ωhf τ as the only constants to be
determined experimentally. Measurements of these constants date
back to the 1980s and 1990s and have been made mostly under
different experimental conditions than are used for current SEOP
production of HP 129Xe. In Sec. III, we report a summary of the
values found for these constants in the literature.
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III. PAST MEASUREMENTS OF SPIN-EXCHANGE
CONSTANTS

A. Past measurements of 〈σν〉

Spin exchange due to binary collisions can be understood
through a velocity-averaged spin-exchange cross section, hσνi,
which is independent of constituent gas densities. This cross
section has been measured by several groups under different experi-
mental conditions. Table I summarizes the results of these mea-
surements. One of the first measurements of this cross section was
done by Cates et al. at low field.38 In this measurement, a Rb vapor
density based on the Killian formula was assumed, which has been
noted to be inaccurate in these cases.39–41

A later measurement of this cross section by Jau et al. was
done at high field (9.4 T) to suppress the contribution from van der
Waals molecules.42A 20% increase in this cross section was pre-
dicted at low field as compared to their direct measurements at
9.4 T, which is reported in Table I. Unlike previous measurements,
Jau et al.42 directly measured the Rb density using Faraday rotation,
yielding a seemingly more precise measurement than the earlier
measurement by Cates et al.38 It is interesting to compare the value
measured by Jau et al. (2:18� 10�22 m3 s�1) to that measured by
Rice and Raftery43 (0:6� 10�22 m3 s�1) who used the Killian
formula to estimate the Rb vapor density. Both were done at high
field, 9.4 and 4.7 T, respectively. However, while Jau et al. stated
that high field suppresses the contribution of van der Waals mole-
cules to spin exchange (see Appendix in Ref. 42), Rice and Raftery
noted a pressure-dependent term which they attributed to a van
der Waals mechanism.

Later, measurements done by Shao40 at low field (20 G) and
with Xe densities below 1 amagat revealed a much higher binary
spin-exchange cross section. Like Jau et al., Shao also used Faraday
rotation to directly measure the Rb density; however, their low-field
measurement led to a cross section four times higher. Nonetheless,
if one considers that the use of the Killian formula leads to a
2–3-fold overestimation of the Rb vapor density in closed cells, it
does seem that the measurements of Cates et al., Shao et al., and
Zeng et al.30 agree. Yet, these measurements assume that wall

relaxation is temperature independent, which for HP 3He has been
shown to be a poor assumption.44

B. Past measurements of γM

Per its definition in Eq. (22), γM is a function of the hyperfine
coupling constant α, the equilibrium constant κ, and the Xe molec-
ular formation rate ZXe. As the averaged hyperfine coupling cons-
tant is inversely proportional to the equilibrium constant,
hαi/ 1=κ,46 the potential temperature dependence of γM comes
from ZXe. If we consider that ZXe / po(Xe), then we might expect a
strong temperature dependence as po(Xe)/ τ / T�2 as suggested
by Nelson and Walker,34 and consequently γM / T2. The constant
γM has been measured by both Cates et al.38 and Shao et al.47

(Table II) but neither of them considered its possible temperature
dependence. Here, it is important to emphasize that during these
two experiments, all measurements, except Cates’ highest pressure
one, were made in the short lifetime regime (i.e., fs ¼ 0 and
ff ¼ 1). Only under this condition, the expression for the change in
129Xe polarization simplifies to

d
dt

PXeh i¼ γM[Rb]
[Xe]þbHe[He]þbN2[N2]

X
i

ηi
F2
i �F2

Z,i

� �
(2Iiþ1)2

þ [Rb]hσνi
 !

�
�
PRbh i� PXeh i

�
�Γ PXeh i: (26)

Furthermore, under this condition (i.e., fs ¼ 0 and ff ¼ 1), a new
parameter ζ(PRb) can be defined,

ζ(PRb) ;
X
i

ηi
F2
i � F2

Z,i

� �
(2Ii þ 1)2

: (27)

Additionally, the measurements by Cates et al. were done by
observing the decay of the 129Xe polarization in the absence of
optical pumping, which led to Eq. (27) evaluation at its zero Rb
polarization limit, ζ(PRb ¼ 0) ¼ 0:1791. Shao et al., on the other
hand, performed their measurements under optical pumping,
with a continuous wave technique called adiabatic fast passage
akin to an inversion recovery experiment. As such, Shao
assumed the high polarization limit for Rb, ζ(PRb ¼ 1) ¼ 0:0949,
but did not specify or appear to measure the Rb polarization to
exactly evaluate Eq. (27).

We must also emphasize that for all these measurements
involving spin-exchange, having an accurate measurement of the
Rb vapor density is of utmost importance. Whereas Shao et al.
used Faraday rotation for their Rb vapor density measurement,

TABLE I. Measurements of velocity-averaged spin-exchange cross section.

Group (year)

〈σν〉
(10−22

m3 s−1)
Temperature

(°C)

Field
strength
(G)

Pressure
(Torr)

[Rb]
method

Zeng et al.30

(1985)
4.1 70–110 5 11–101 Killian

Cates et al.38

(1992)
3.7 75–120 0.11 295–1867 Killian

Augustine and
Zilm45 (1997)

2.7/7.4 60–100 23 500 500/1576 Smithells

Jau et al.42

(2002)
2.18 120–200 94 000 ≥600 Faraday

Rice and
Raftery43 (2002)

0.6 90–130 47 000 1786 Killian

Shao40 (2005) 10 110–150 20 176–530 Faraday

TABLE II. Measurements of γM.

Group (year)
γM

(104 s−1)
Pressure
(Torr)

Gas
mixture bN2

[Rb]
method

Cates et al.38

(1992)
2.92 295–1876 Xe/N2 0.275 Killian

Shao40 (2005) 10.2 176–530 Xe/N2 0.275 Faraday
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Cates et al. used the Killian formula to evaluate Rb vapor densities.
In the same work, Shao et al. reported that the Killian formula
overestimated the Rb vapor density inside their optical cell by a
factor of two. Therefore, it would not be unreasonable to assume a
similar error in using the Killian formula with the measurement of
Cates et al., which would bring the measurements of Cates et al.
and Shao et al. for γM and hσνi in closer agreement. Finally, we
also want to point out that a possible error in bN2 will also be
absorbed into γM (neither Cates et al. nor Shao et al. included He
in any of their measurements).

C. Past measurements of bN2 and bHe and issues with
previous application of SEOP theory

The constants bN2 ¼ po(Xe)=po(N2) and bHe ¼ po(Xe)=po(He)
can be thought of as the relative ability of N2 and He, as compared
to Xe, to form and break up Rb-Xe van der Waals molecules.
Some reported values for the characteristic pressure po as defined
in Eq. (5) can be found in Table III.

Most applications of SEOP theory have chosen to write the
first term in Eq. (26), again an equation valid only in the short
lifetime regime, as

γM[Rb]
[Xe]þ bHe[He]þ bN2[N2]

ζ(PRb) ¼ [Rb]P [Gi]
γ i

, (28)

where

γ i ;
γM
bi

ζ(PRb): (29)

These species-specific rates, γ i, have been most widely taken as
5230,38 17 000,48 and 570030,43 for Xe, He, and N2, respectively.
Based on the standard SEOP theory, there are two main reasons
why these species-specific rates cannot be used under most SEOP
conditions for which they have been used. First, the use of Eq. (28)
assumes that the system is in a very low-density regime where
fs ¼ 0 and ff ¼ 1. This is generally not true for most SEOP 129Xe
setups which operate at higher densities ([G] . 0:5 amg). In most
continuous-flow SEOP setups, high gas pressures are used to

increase Xe residence times inside the optical pumping cell and in
stopped-flow production higher pressures are used to increase final
HP 129Xe volumes, both of which are important for efficient
production of large quantities of polarized 129Xe needed for bio-
medical imaging applications. Second, all these values assume zero
Rb polarization—ζ(PRb ¼ 0) ¼ 0:1791 (see note about γHe in
Table IV), a correct assumption in Cates’ work, but not for most
SEOP setups where Rb polarization is closer to 90%.

Again, we wish to emphasize that while the equations used by
Cates et al. and Shao et al. derive from a correct application of the
standard theory of SEOP to their specific experimental setup, these
equations [Eqs. (26) and (27)] are not applicable to most current
HP 129Xe production conditions for stopped-flow and continuous-
flow and therefore should not be used in theoretical models that
aim to predict Xe polarization values. Nonetheless, the use of
Eq. (26) with ζ(PRb ¼ 0) ¼ 0:1791 has become standard in the
field to evaluate theoretical 129Xe polarization values under higher
densities ([G] . 0:5 amg) and under optical pumping4,23,27,28 and,
in our opinion, this is the primary cause for the discrepancy
between theoretical and experimental polarization values that have
so far been reported.

D. Past measurements of ωτ (ff and fs)

Following the work by Nelson and Walker,34 we can define a
characteristic density [G]1 by

ω85τ ¼ ½G�1
½G� ;

ω87τ ¼ 2:25
½G�1
½G� ;

(30)

where [G] is the total gas density and the factor 2.25 accounts for
the relative hyperfine frequency of the two Rb isotopes. Again, this
parameter describes the fraction of interactions that exist in either the
short or very-short lifetime regime which, by Eq. (25), contribute to
spin exchange at different rates. To our knowledge, only Nelson and
Walker34 probed the transition from the short lifetime to the very-
short lifetime regime for lean Xe gas mixtures (1/1/98; Xe/N2/He). In
their work, they noted a very strong temperature dependence
�[G]1 ¼ 2:8 amg at 80 	C and 1.95 amg at 150 	C—with additional

TABLE III. Measurements of characteristic pressures, po.

Group (year)
po(Xe)
(Torr)

po(N2)
(Torr)

po(He)
(Torr)

[Rb]
method

Ramsey et al.49

(1983)a
23-40 107 175 Smithells

Zeng et al.30

(1985)
� � � 103 � � � Faraday

Cates et al.38

(1992)b
28:3( 349T )

1
2 � � � � � � Killian

apo(Xe) and po(N2) used previously published data by Volt et al.,50

Bhaskar et al.,51 and Bouchiat et al.33
bNot measured, deduced from other works by Zeng et al.30 and
Bouchiat et al.33

TABLE IV. Species-specific rates, γi.

Gas γi (s
−1) γM (104 s−1) bi ζ(PRb)

Xe 523038 2.9238 1 0.1791
N2 570043 2.92 0.92a 0.1791
He 17 00048 2.92 0.31b 0.1791

aγM was taken from Cates et al., where bN2 = 0.275, Rice and Raftery43

supposedly extracted bN2 = 0.92 from the work of Zeng et al.,30 but note
that Zeng et al. measured po(N2) to be 103, which would not give this
value considering the reported po(Xe).
bγHe was an estimation from the work of Cates et al.;38 we note bHe could
be interpreted as 0.16 if the high polarization limit is taken (the text48 is
not clear), but this is not how it has long been interpreted.4,25
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data that can be found in Nelson’s dissertation.34,52 Note that, while
the quantity above for [G]1 was specific to their gas mixture, the
strong temperature dependence (/T�2) found for [G]1, thus for τ,
should still hold for different gas mixtures.

IV. THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF THE Rb-Xe
SPIN-EXCHANGE RATE

The above theoretical derivations clearly show that, under the
gas density regime typically used for continuous-flow and stopped-
flow SEOP production of hyperpolarized 129Xe ([G] . 0:5 amg),
one has to consider the full expression of the spin-exchange cross
section [Eq. (25)] along with Eqs. (13) and (30) in order to cor-
rectly predict 129Xe polarization values under a given set of experi-
mental conditions.

Using our derived expression, we can evaluate the expected
spin-exchange cross section using previously measured constants,
reported in Table V, and their expected temperature dependence.
Because the accuracy with which some of these constants have
been measured strongly depends on the Rb density values assumed
in the experiment, we have selected those constants for which Rb
vapor densities were directly measured in the experiment and due
to the discrepancy of the effects of field strength on spin-exchange
mechanisms (see Sec. III A), we also chose constants that were
measured at low field (�20 G).

By using Eqs. (13), (25), and (30), we were then able to
estimate the value of the spin-exchange cross section under our
experimental conditions, which included a gas mixture of 1/10/89
Xe/N2/He at 110 	C (the temperature at which the optical cell walls
were maintained during continuous-flow SEOP) with a total
density of 3.38 amg.

V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE Rb-Xe
SPIN-EXCHANGE RATE

Because of the pressure, magnetic field, and temperature
dependence of Eq. (25), the extraction of these constants and their
dependencies under all possible different experimental conditions

becomes an onerous work. However, for the purpose of estimating
129Xe polarization values under specific experimental conditions,
great simplifications can be made to the equation to directly
evaluate the spin-exchange rate under the specific experimental
conditions used in the lab. While thus far we have discussed the
importance of not assuming a Rb vapor density based on empirical
models, especially for continuous-flow cells, we must now empha-
size the importance of using a method that does not make assump-
tions about the spin-destruction rate, in particular, the wall
relaxation, which dominates other intrinsic and extrinsic relaxation
mechanisms. Most of the measurements discussed in Sec. III
assume that the wall relaxation rate is temperature independent.
Yet, for Rb and Rb-K hybrid cells used for HP 3He production, this
notion of temperature independent wall relaxation has long been
debunked. Various studies have found that 3He wall relaxation
rates increase exponentially with temperature and have consequen-
tially introduced an “X-factor” to characterize the wall relaxation of
a given cell.39,53–55 For an in-depth discussion of this issue, we refer
the reader to Gentile et al.44 Even if perhaps less important, it
would be naïve to think that a similar effect does not exist for
129Xe. Indeed, the very different results found in Tables I–III do
indicate a similar “cell-dependent” effect, even when the Rb vapor
densities are directly measured.

Therefore, to avoid making any assumptions about wall relax-
ation, one can take the following approach first used by Chann
et al. for measuring the spin-exchange rate between Rb and
3He.39,44 The solution to Eq. (24) can be expressed as

PXe(t) ¼ σSE[Rb]
σSE[Rb]þ Γ

PRb(1� e�(σSE[Rb]þΓ)t): (31)

At times much greater than the spin-up time τOP given by

τOP ¼ 1
σSE[Rb]þ Γ

, (32)

an equilibrium polarization is reached,

PXe(t � τOP) ¼ σSE[Rb]τOPPRb: (33)

Therefore, if [Rb], τOP , PXe(t � τOP), and PRb are measured one
should be able to extract the total spin-exchange cross section as,

σSE ¼ PXe(t � τOP)
PRb[Rb]τOP

: (34)

To estimate the spin-exchange cross section under our experimen-
tal conditions, we performed a total of 15 experiments during
which each of these four parameters ([Rb], τOP , PXe(t � τOP), and
PRb) was measured.

A. Measuring [Rb]

The Rb vapor density, [Rb], was measured in the optical cell
using optical absorption spectroscopy during each of the 15 experi-
ments performed. According to Beer’s Law, the intensity of light

TABLE V. Experimental constants used in theoretical evaluations.

Constant Value Source

γM 10.2 × 104 s−1 Shao40

bN2 28:3
107 (

349
T )1=2 Cates et al.,38 Ramsey et al.49

bHe
28:3
175 (

349
T )1=2 Cates et al.,38 Ramsey et al.49

〈σν〉 10 × 10−22 m3 s−1 Shao40

[G]1 2.4 amg This work, based on Nelson
and Walker34

[G] 3.38 amg This work
PRb 0.81 This work
η85, η87 0.7215, 0.2785 � � �
[Xe], [N2],
[He]

0.01[G], 0.1[G],
0.89[G]

This work

fs 0.56 This work
Γ 0.0045 s−1 This work
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passing through absorbing atoms, here Rb, can be described by

I(ν) ¼ Io(ν)e
�[Rb]lσ , (35)

where Io is the characteristic line shape of the light source, I is the
intensity of the light after passing through the sample of length l,
and σ is the absorption cross section. By rearranging Eq. (35) and
integrating over the frequency, one can extract the density of Rb as

[Rb] ¼ 1
πrocfl

ð
ln(

Io(ν)
I(ν)

)dν, (36)

as by definition,

ð
σ(ν)dν ¼ πrocf , (37)

where ro is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of light, and
f is the oscillator strength of the transition. The absorbance,
ln(Io=I), can be fitted with the Lorentzian function,

L(ν) ¼ Aþ 2πT(ν � νo)

(ν � νo)
2 þ ( γ2 )

2 þ B, (38)

where B accounts for physically irrelevant instrumental gains, A
and T represent the depth and asymmetry of the peak, respectively,
γ is the peak width, and νo is the center frequency. The Rb vapor
density can then be expressed as

[Rb] ¼ 1
πrocfl

ð10γ
�10γ

Aþ 2πT(ν � νo)

(ν � νo)
2 þ ( γ2 )

2 dν, (39)

where the limits of integration were chosen to be 10 times larger
than the fitted linewidth, γ. This process was repeated for both the
D1 and D2 peaks, and the results from the two peaks were then
averaged.

For these measurements, a modified oven enclosure was built
for our commercial polarizer such that optical absorption measure-
ments could be made perpendicular to the pumping beam. Similar
to Couture et al.,56 a broadband halogen lamp was used as the light
source. After passing through the optical cell, the light was col-
lected into a fiber optic cable using a 100 mm focal length lens. The
fiber optic cable coupled the light into our home-built spectrome-
ter, described in greater detail in Antonacci et al.,21 with a spectral
resolution of 0.009 nm/pixel.

The optical cell on our polarizer was closed at room tempera-
ture (22 	C) and at a pressure of 3.65 atm to get the most precise
measurement of the gas density. These values were chosen because
they reproduce the same density of 3.38 amg as 110 	C (the tem-
perature at which the cell walls were maintained during SEOP) and
4.74 atm, which are our standard operating parameters for hyper-
polarized 129Xe production. Prior to each measurement the oven,
which held the cell walls at 110 	C, and the laser (�36W) were
turned on and the system was allowed to stabilize as determined by
a constant laser transmission value. To measure the Rb density, the
laser was briefly turned off and 4599 averages were taken over the

course of approximately 2 min. Note that the laser has to be turned
off during these measurements as optical pumping leads to emis-
sion at the D2 frequency due to energy-pooling.57,58 In our system,
emission at the D2 frequency resulted in an �25% reduction of the
white light absorption at the same frequency and to a significant
underestimation of the Rb density when measurements were made
during optical pumping (see the supplementary material).

B. Measuring τOP

A spin-up NMR spectroscopy experiment was used to
measure the τOP of 129Xe during SEOP. To depolarize 129Xe before
the spin-up experiment, the field (�20 G) was turned off for 3 min.
This depolarized the Rb vapor, which in turn depolarized 129Xe
through spin exchange. The field was then turned on (t ¼ 0 s), and
a spin-up experiment was started. The 129Xe polarization buildup
was then probed every 6 s until t ¼ 870 s (� 5τOP) using a small
surface coil (�3 cm in diameter, Q � 23:5) resonant at 24.7 kHz. A
small flip angle was used to not significantly perturb the polariza-
tion. The 129Xe signal intensity as a function of time t was then fit
to the equation

SXe(t) ¼ Seq(1� e�
t

τOP ), (40)

where SXe is the signal amplitude and Seq represents the equilibrium
signal amplitude in mV.

C. Measuring PXe(t≫ τOP)

The equilibrium polarization of 129Xe is proportional to the
asymptotic signal from the τOP spin-up experiment. In order to
convert this signal from mV to absolute polarization values, we
used a thermal proton source as typically done.4,5 Additionally,
because our proton calibration was done at room temperature
(22 	C), we also accounted for the coil’s change in resistance at
110 	C, the temperature at which the 129Xe polarization was mea-
sured. Specifically, we measured the coil’s resistance at 22 and
110 	C, obtaining 7.8 and 10.1Ω, respectively. By using the small
angle approximation for the tip angle θ used in our spin-up experi-
ments, we can then write the signal induced in the coil as

Scoil / B1sin(θ) � B1θ / B1
2: (41)

On resonance,

B1 / I / R�1, (42)

where I is the current in the coil and R is the coil resistance.
The relative magnetization probed by the coil at 110 	C vs at 22 	C
can then be written as

S22
S110

/ B1,22

B1,110

� �2

/ R110

R22

� �2

¼ 1:68: (43)

This conversion factor, along with the 1H thermal calibration
experiment, gave a final calibration constant of 3.63 %/mV.
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D. Measuring PRb

Rb polarization is typically measured using the Faraday
rotation method, which requires the use of a far detuned laser and
lock-in amplifier, which are not always available and which would
further complicate the experimental setup of common continuous-
flow polarizers. For this reason, in this study, the Rb polarization
was measured using the field cycling method first suggested by
Nikolaou et al.59 This method, however, can only be used when
Beer’s law can still be used to describe the attenuation of the laser
light during optical pumping, an assumption that, as will be shown
here, is only valid under specific experimental conditions.

The attenuation of the photon flux, f, down the length of the
cell is given by

df
dz

¼ �[Rb](1� PRb(z))γ p(z), (44)

where γ p is the optical pumping rate.36 The optical pumping rate is
proportional to the photon flux by the photon absorption coeffi-
cient, β,

γ p ¼ βf: (45)

Assuming 100% circular polarization, the polarization of Rb is
given by

PRb(z) ¼
γ p(z)

γ p(z)þ ΓSD
, (46)

where ΓSD is the spin-destruction rate of Rb. Using Eqs. (44)–(46),
the optical pumping rate can be written as

dγp(z)

dz
¼ �β[Rb]γp(z) 1� γp(z)

γp(z)þ ΓSD

 !
: (47)

If we assume that the Rb density is relatively homogeneous
throughout the cell, the solution to this equation becomes

γp(z) ¼ ΓSDW
γp(0)

ΓSD
exp

γp(0)

ΓSD
� β[Rb]

� �� �
, (48)

where W is the Lambert W function. Based on this equation, if

γp(0)

ΓSD
� β[Rb]z, (49)

the optical pumping rate and thus the polarization of Rb will be
approximately constant along the length of the cell. In this case,
the polarization of Rb will decrease linearly with the Rb density.
For our measurements that were made at a low Rb density (not
optically thick vapor), β[Rb]z � 0:22, and under optical pumping
with a laser of tens of Watts, γp(0)=ΓSD 
 10 away from the cell
wall. Under these conditions, PRb(z) ¼ PRb. Combining Eqs. (44)

and (45),

df
dz

¼ �[Rb](1� PRb)βf(z), (50)

whose solution,

f(z) ¼ foexp(� [Rb](1� PRb)βz), (51)

is nothing else than Beer’s law, where the absorbance, A, is repre-
sented by

A ¼ [Rb](1� PRb)βl ¼ hNþiβl, (52)

where l is the path length and hNþi is the number density of Rb
atoms in the mj ¼ 1=2 state, which is averaged along the main
axis of the optical cell. The dependence on only those atoms in
the mj ¼ 1=2 state is due to the selective nature of circularly
polarized light σ�. Similar logic can be used for σþ light. To
summarize, if the Rb density is approximately constant in the cell
and Eq. (49) is satisfied, Beer’s law can be used to describe the
attenuation of light during optical pumping.

In terms of hNþi, the average Rb polarization can be written
as

PRbh i ¼ Nþh i � N�h i
Nþh i þ N�h i : (53)

When the magnetic field is turned off, PRb � 0 and

hNþ
0 i ¼ hN�

0 i ¼
1
2
(hNþ

0 i þ hN�
0 i): (54)

This means that we can express the ratio of the absorbance with
(A) and without (A0) the magnetic field as

A
A0

¼ 2 Nþh i
Nþh i þ N�h i , (55)

which we can manipulate in a clever way such that

A
A0

� 1 ¼ 2 Nþh i
Nþh i þ N�h i �

Nþh i þ N�h i
Nþh i þ N�h i ¼

Nþh i � N�h i
Nþh i þ N�h i

¼ PRbh i: (56)

Then simply,

PRbh i ¼ A
A0

� 1

����
����: (57)

We can then relate the absorbance to the transmittance, T , and the
photodiode voltage with (V) and without (Vc—i.e., for a cool cell)
Rb vapor by

A ¼ �ln(T) ¼ �ln
V
Vc

� �
: (58)
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In terms of these measured quantities, the average Rb polarization
becomes

PRbh i ¼ ln( V
Vc
)

ln( V0
Vc
)
� 1

�����
�����, (59)

where V0 is the photodiode voltage in the absence of a magnetic
field.

In our experiments, the photodiode voltage (with and without
the magnetic field) was measured both before and after our spin-up
experiment and the results of these two measurements were aver-
aged together. We should note that these measurements represent
an upper limit to the Rb polarization because the laser light does
not fully illuminate the cell body and the measurement is averaged
over the volume of the cell that is illuminated. Additionally, these
measurements do not account for the Rb polarization near the cell
walls, which is expected to be close to zero.36

The above experiments were performed 15 times over the
course of 3 days. After five measurements, the cell was cooled
down to room temperature and left overnight.

VI. RESULTS

A. Theoretical results

The spin-exchange cross section, as predicted by Eq. (25),
depends on several parameters among which are the Rb polariza-
tion, the gas density, and the temperature. These dependencies
are shown in Fig. 1 and the Mathematica (Wolfram Research)
script used to analyze these dependencies is provided in the
supplementary material. To illustrate why it is important to con-
sider both regimes, we plot in Fig. 2 the diverging behavior of the
van der Waals spin-exchange cross section obtained by using
the species-specific rates, when considering only the short lifetime
regime contribution, and when considering the full form of the
equation derived herein. This plot is for a gas temperature of
110 	C and a gas composition of 1/10/89 Xe/N2/He. However, it
is important to note that an increase in the temperature only
lowers the gas density at which the spin-exchange cross section
obtained considering only the short lifetime contribution diverges
from the one obtained by considering both the short and very-
short lifetime contributions.

When evaluating the theoretical total spin-exchange cross
section for our system (3.38 amg of 1/10/89 Xe/N2/He and cell
walls held at 110 	C) using Eq. (25) and constants from Table V we
get a total spin-exchange cross section of 3:15� 10�21 m3 s�1.
On the other hand, if Eq. (28) (species-specific rates) were used
along with the commonly used binary cross section values given by
Jau et al.,42 as previously done in Norquay et al.,4 Freeman et al.,23

and in Skinner et al.,27 we get a total cross section of only
3:73� 10�22 m3 s�1, approximately an order of magnitude smaller.

The model was then used to estimate the spin-exchange cross
section under different experimental conditions used by various
investigators, three of which used lean Xe gas mixtures similar to
ours and one of which used a Xe rich gas mixture. Table VI reports
the specific experimental conditions along with the estimated
values of the spin-exchange cross section from the previous works.

Note that for Hersman et al.,5 Norquay et al.,4 and Freeman et al.23

the value of [G]1 used assumes a gas mixture of 1/1/98 Xe/N2/He;
however, we will assume for these purposes that the majority of He
in these mixtures mostly defines the characteristic density [G]1. For
these works, we also assumed a 95% Rb polarization as was
assumed in Norquay et al.4 but note that this was not explicitly
measured.

One of the most interesting cases we found was that of
Norquay et al.4 In their work, by using the binary cross section as
measured by Jau et al.42 and the species-specific rates, they report a
total spin-exchange rate of [Rb]σSE ¼ 0:0033 s�1. However, an
empirical fit of their data reported in their work led to an estima-
tion of the spin-exchange rate of 0.022 s�1, i.e., an order of mag-
nitude larger than what the species-specific rates [Eq. (28)]
predicted. Interestingly, when the correct expression [Eq. (25)
with constants from Table V] for the spin-exchange rate is used,
one gets a spin-exchange rate of 0.021 s�1. Note that they used
the Killian formula to extract a Rb density of 5:82� 1018 m�3 at
100 	C. Another interesting case was that from Skinner et al.27 in
which a stopped-flow SEOP setup with a Xe rich gas mixture was
used. In Skinner et al., the spin-exchange cross section was

FIG. 1. van der Waals spin-exchange cross section as a function of tempera-
ture (top) for various gas densities and for a Rb polarization of 0.95 and as a
function of Rb polarization (bottom) for various gas temperatures and for a gas
density of 1 amg.
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estimated by using the species-specific rates as well as an expres-
sion that had previously been used in Cates et al.38 The same
spin-exchange cross section, measured earlier by the same group
under similar experimental conditions, was found to be
1:2� 10�21 m3 s�1, very similar to the value of 1:51� 10�21 m3 s�1

we found when using our closed form expression. It is important to
note that Skinner et al. were operating in the short lifetime regime.
Specifically, if we assume like in Nelson and Walker34 that [G]1/[G]o
is a constant, with po / [G]o, then

[G]1 � 2:8
po(He)
po(Xe)

fXe þ po(He)
po(N2)

fN2 þ fHe

� �
353
T

� �2

, (60)

where fi is the fraction of species i in the gas mixture. In comparison
to continuous-flow setups, the reduction in the He density of
Skinner et al. leads to a reduction in the contribution to spin
exchange from van der Waals molecules as Xe and N2 are not as effi-
cient as He at forming and breaking up van der Waals molecules.49

A similar analysis was performed for two other experimental
works reported in the literature. As it can be seen in Table VI,
while in Ruset et al.60 the assumption of being in the short lifetime
regime (f-dampening) is valid, for Norquay et al.4 and Freeman
et al.,23 that assumption is no longer valid as fs is equal to 0.2
in the former and 0.7 in the latter. Yet, in both cases, the
species-specific rates that assume a van der Waals contribution
only from the short lifetime regime were used.

B. Experimental results

The results of the spin-exchange cross section measurements
can be found in Table VII. For each day, we report the average value
of five independent experiments. Across all 3 days, the average
spin-exchange cross section was 4:41+ 0:28� 10�21 m3 s�1, after
accounting for the relatively high uncertainty in some of the mea-
surements. This value is very close to 3:15� 10�21 m3 s�1, which
was predicted by our closed form expression evaluated with con-
stants from Table V, especially considering that both values are an
order of magnitude larger than those predicted by previous models
(3:73� 10�22 m3 s�1). Measurements at lower Xe partial pressures
could not be performed due to the low sensitivity of the on board
NMR spectrometer. Nonetheless, because the characteristic pressure
of Xe is considerably lower than that of N2 and He,49 a reduction in
Xe partial pressure in favor of an increase in the N2 or He partial
pressures is simply expected to push the spin-exchange interactions
further into the very-short lifetime regime. On the other hand, at
lower total gas pressures, our closed form expression simply reduces
to the form first introduced by Cates et al.38 and then used in Shao

TABLE VII. Measurements of the spin-exchange cross section.

Day
(No.)

Temperature
(°C)

[G]
(amg)

PXe
(%)

PRb
(%)

τOP
(s)

Γ
(s−1)

σSE (10
−21

m3 s−1)

1 110 3.38 28.1 80.1 137 0.0048 4.63 ± 0.45
2 110 3.38 28.5 81.5 143 0.0046 4.36 ± 0.56
3 110 3.38 29.5 82.1 153 0.0042 4.23 ± 0.42

FIG. 2. van der Waals spin-exchange cross section at 110 	C as a function of
total gas density evaluated using different models. The blue curve represents the
spin-exchange cross section derived from using the species-specific rates, which
implicitly assume a zero Rb polarization limit and contributions only from the short
lifetime regime. The yellow curve assumes a high Rb polarization limit and con-
stants from Table V, but assumes that all interactions are short lived. The red
curve also uses a high Rb polarization limit and the constants from Table V, but
considers contributions from both the short and very-short lifetime regimes.

TABLE VI. Theoretical evaluation of σSE for previous works.

Group (year)
[G]

(amg)
Temperature

(°C) fs

σSE, original
(10−21 m3

s−1)

σSE, Eq.
(25) (10−21

m3 s−1)

Hersman
et al.5 (2008)

0.42 160 0.04 N/A 3.73a

Norquay
et al.4 (2013)

1.44 100 0.20 0.58 3.69b

Freeman
et al.23 (2014)

3.87 150 0.70 0.35 3.27c

Skinner
et al.27 (2020)

2.43 90 0.07 0.30/0.55 1.51d

aSpin-exchange cross sections evaluated using (Eq. 25) are reported in bold
font. Because of the large size of the optical pumping cell, high pressures
are not needed to extend Xe residence times. Therefore, fs≈ 0 and the
simplified form of Eq. (26) can be used.
bNorquay et al. empirically fitted for what the spin-exchange rate had to be
γSE,emp = 0.022 s−1. If we use their reported Rb density, 5.82 × 1018 m−3 and
the new cross section, we get γSE = 0.021 s−1.
cFreeman et al. cited Norquay et al.4 for constants, which we evaluated.
The reader should note the order of magnitude difference between the
cross section previously used in their work and the one theoretically
evaluated here for the same experimental conditions.
dSkinner et al. used two different models to evaluate the spin-exchange
cross section, both of which assume interactions only in the short lifetime
regime. It is interesting that the same group61 measured the spin-exchange
cross section under similar conditions (500 Torr Xe, 1500 Torr N2 at 90 °C),
albeit using empirical formulas for estimating [Rb], and found a value of
1.2 × 10−21 m3 s−1, much closer to the theoretical value of 1.51 × 10−21 m3 s−1

predicted by our closed form expression.
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et al.,47 which was correctly derived from the main SEOP theory
more than 30 years ago.

We also analyzed how Rb polarization varies as a function of
laser transmission and Rb density. In older systems with low
power pumping lasers, it is especially important to monitor the
Rb polarization. For example, at the front of the optical cell, our
laser power is 36 W, however, measured at the back of the cell,
without absorbing Rb vapor, the power is only 13W. This sug-
gests that a large percentage of our laser power is not coupled to
the optical cell partially due to reflective losses at the glass
window of the oven and the curved glass windows of the optical
cell, and partially due to the slight divergence of the laser
beam.4,23 As shown in Fig. 3, the Rb polarization is tightly

coupled to both the laser transmission and the Rb density. Where
Beer’s Law is applicable (see discussion in Sec. V D), the Rb
polarization has a logarithmic dependence on the transmission
and the Rb density. This may provide a good metric for monitor-
ing the Rb polarization during the production of hyperpolarized
Xe, especially in systems like ours with limited laser power.

Using the empirical fit of the Rb polarization as a function of
the Rb vapor density, we can plot the expected 129Xe polarization
as a function of the Rb vapor density for our low laser power SEOP
setup. Figure 4 shows the expected final 129Xe polarization as a
function of Rb vapor density assuming a total gas density of
3.38 amg, a temperature of 110 	C, a gas flow rate of 0.75 SLM, and
a 300 ml volume optical cell using both the theoretically estimated
and the experimentally measured spin-exchange cross section. As it
is clear, an optimal Rb vapor density exists for our polarizer, which
is approximately equal to 3:3� 1018 m�3. It is worth noting that
this optimal density is close to the average Rb vapor density we
found in the cell during its best performance (average
3:1� 1018 m�3). Additionally, the steep slope of this curve at Rb
densities lower than the optimal one explains why optical cells
experience a rapid decline in performance at low Rb vapor densi-
ties. We also compared 129Xe polarization values predicted by using
Eq. (31), using both the spin-exchange cross section evaluated from
Eq. (25) and the one measured experimentally, with 129Xe polariza-
tion values obtained experimentally on a different cell for three dif-
ferent Rb densities (Fig. 5). In all cases, to estimate 129Xe
polarization values, we did not consider the actual distribution of

FIG. 3. The Rb polarization as a function of the laser transmission (top) and
the Rb polarization as a function of the Rb density (bottom). All data were taken
on our small optical cell (�300 ml) illuminated with a 36 W laser beam. The
power measured at the back of the cell without absorbing Rb vapor was 13 W,
thus suggesting like in Norquay et al.4 that a large portion of our laser power is
not coupled to the optical cell, leading to an overall lower Rb polarization than
one might expect. Note that when the Rb polarization drops below �70% the
assumptions made in Sec. V D do not hold and we expect a larger error.

FIG. 4. By evaluating the Rb polarization as a function of density, as found in
Fig. 3 and using the measured spin-destruction rate of 0.0045 s�1, one can find
the optimal Rb vapor density for a given SEOP system (dashed line). Here, we
have assumed a 300 ml optical cell, a gas flow rate of 0.75 SLM, and a resi-
dence time given by Eq. (61). The blue curve uses the theoretical
spin-exchange cross section obtained using constants from Table V and evalu-
ated for a gas density of 3.38 amg and a temperature of 110 	C. The yellow
curve uses the spin-exchange cross section measured experimentally.
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Xe residence times29 but simply used the expression

tres ¼ Vcell[G]
Q

, (61)

where Vcell is the volume of the optical cell in liters and Q is the
gas flow rate in standard liters per minute. In Fig. 5, the theoretical
yellow curves assume the spin-exchange cross section that was
measured for 110 	C, 3.38 amg, and a Rb polarization of 81%; note
we have ignored the slight change that a different Rb polarization
would make as we expect that 56% of our interactions do not
depend on it. The blue curves come from our theoretical analysis
[Eq. (25) with values from Table V]. The red curves are for the
spin-exchange cross section using the most widely used (but incor-
rect) species-specific rates and the binary cross section of Jau
et al.42 Finally, the green curves again use the species-specific rates
and the binary cross section of Jau et al. along with a high Rb
vapor density (given by the Killian formula) and high Rb polari-
zation (PRb ¼ 0:96) as commonly done in these models. All the-
oretical curves (yellow, blue, red, and green) assume the same
spin-destruction rate, Γ, experimentally measured to be 0.0045 s�1,
a cryogenic collection time of 25 min, and a solid state T1 of
87 min.4 As seen, while the species-specific rates with the true Rb
density and Rb polarization (red) considerably underestimate 129Xe
polarization values,29 theoretical prediction using the theoretically
calculated (blue) or experimentally measured (yellow) spin-
exchange cross section closely mimics the experimental results.

Finally, our closed form solution for the spin-exchange cross
section was used to predict Xe polarization values found in the lit-
erature. We pulled data from two works of Nikolaou et al.62,63

where values of the Rb polarization and the Xe spin-destruction
rate were measured. For the Rb vapor density, which was not mea-
sured, we used the same empirical model used in Skinner et al.27

It is important to point out that in stopped-flow setups a closed
cell is heated up to a given temperature, and therefore empirical
formulas are expected to provide a reasonable estimation of the
Rb vapor density in the cell. For all three data points (shown in
Fig. 6), the total pressure of the Xe and N2 gas mixture was

2000 Torr (2.43 amg) and Eq. (60) was separately evaluated. The
degree to which our model is able to predict Xe polarization values
across a wide range of Xe partial pressures suggests its robustness
and validity.

VII. DISCUSSION

The basic theory of SEOP was developed almost 40 years
ago by Happer et al.16–20 While using this theory to predict experi-
mental 129Xe polarization values under continuous-flow and
stopped-flow SEOP, several papers have inadvertently made invalid
assumptions that led to an apparent discrepancy between

FIG. 5. Experimental data (black) for three different Rb densities and corresponding Rb polarization values acquired on a different cell (2019) than the cell used for the
spin-exchange and spin-destruction rate measurements (2020). All theoretical curves (red, blue, yellow, and green) assume the same spin-destruction rate measured
experimentally (0.0045 s�1), a cryogenic collection time of 25 min, and a solid state T1 of 87 min. The green curve assumes a high Rb polarization (PRb ¼ 0:96) as well
as a Rb vapor density predicted by the Killian formula (T ¼ 110 	C, [Rb] ¼ 1:09� 1019 m�3) as is routinely done in theoretical models.4,23

FIG. 6. Comparison between experimentally measured Xe polarization values
as a function of Xe partial pressure taken from Nikolaou et al.62,63 and those
predicted using our closed form expression for the spin-exchange rate. The total
pressure for all data points was 2000 Torr (N2 buffer). Note that the lowest and
highest Xe partial pressure data points correspond to a cell temperature of
62 	C, PRb � 0:96, and Γ � 1:3� 10�4 s�1, whereas the middle pressure
data point corresponds to a cell temperature of 65 	C, PRb � 0:61,
Γ � 1:5� 10�4 s�1.
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theoretical and experimental 129Xe polarization values. The first of
such assumptions was the use of empirical formulas to estimate the
Rb vapor density as discussed in our previous work.29 Such formu-
las have been derived for small closed cells, which were thermally
equilibrated at a given temperature. While this condition may be
close to that found in stopped-flow setups, it is very far from the
condition found in continuous-flow setups where cool gas is made
to flow atop a pool of hot Rb in an open cell. It is important to
point out that these formulas are known to overestimate Rb densi-
ties even in closed cells whose walls are not completely coated with
a thick layer of Rb.30,40 The second assumption, discussed here, was
the use of a simplified expression for the spin-exchange rate that
implicitly assumed a short-lived regime for the van der Waals mol-
ecules and a Rb polarization close to zero.

Interestingly, together these two assumptions led to an overes-
timation of theoretical 129Xe polarization values and to a search for
additional depolarization mechanisms. Only recently, the use of Rb
vapor densities that had been directly measured for the given setup
led to a significant theoretical underestimation of 129Xe polarization
values, unveiling additional issues in these models.29

In this work, starting from the main theory of SEOP, we
have introduced a closed form expression for the spin-exchange
cross section that can be used under a variety of different experi-
mental conditions. At the same time, we highlight the mistakes
made in previous models in the evaluation of the spin-exchange
rate. We show that the spin-exchange cross section assumed in
these models considerably underestimated that predicted by the
standard SEOP theory. Specifically, models assuming interactions
only in the short-lived regime, the conditions under which most
of the spin-exchange parameters have been measured, are com-
monly used to model 129Xe polarization under higher density
regimes ([G] . 0:5 amg), where contributions not just from short
lived, but also from very short-lived van der Waals molecules are
to be expected. In doing so, the theoretical spin-exchange rates
have been considerably deflated (Fig. 2). This may also explain
why models for stopped-flow production of hyperpolarized 129Xe
that generally operate at relatively lower pressures have performed
much better than those for continuous flow.

Unfortunately, a correct treatment of the van der Waals con-
tribution to spin exchange at higher total gas pressures beyond that
found in the fundamental theoretical papers of Happer et al.16–20

cannot be found; all currently used models only consider van der
Waals contributions in the short-lifetime regime. Additionally,
most of the spin-exchange parameters have been measured under
short-lifetime regimes, often acknowledging their possible depend-
ency on both pressure and temperature (Tables I–III). Interestingly,
when such parameters are used in the correct expression of the
spin-exchange cross section, which includes contributions from
both short-lived and very short-lived van der Waals molecules, a
much higher spin-exchange cross section is found. These predicted
spin-exchange cross sections, which depend on the gas mixture
composition, density, and temperature, closely match those empiri-
cally derived by other investigators and those directly measured in
our experiments (Figs. 5 and 6; Table VI).

Furthermore, when correct Rb densities and spin-exchange
cross sections are used in these models, theoretical 129Xe polariza-
tion values closely match those obtained experimentally, thus

resolving the long-standing discrepancy between theoretical and
experimental 129Xe polarization values. Also, the typical overesti-
mation of 129Xe polarization at low flow rates, which has been
attributed to laser heating and subsequent Rb runaway,4 is no
longer observed when using the correct spin-exchange rate along
with the correct Rb vapor density and Rb polarization (Fig. 5).

The experimental value that we measured for the spin-exchange
cross section was 4:41+ 0:28� 10�21 m3 s�1 under our operating
conditions. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the currently available con-
stants (blue) still slightly underestimate the Xe polarization, thus the
true spin-exchange cross section, but are a remarkable improvement
over those currently used (red). Also, it is important to note that the
Rb polarization measurement is an upper limit on the true value as
the Rb polarization was averaged over the volume of the cell that was
illuminated. Consequently, the derived spin-exchange cross section
and resulting Xe polarization are a lower limit of the true value.

Our work also shows that, in both continuous-flow and
stopped-flow SEOP setups, we have an interesting optimization
problem that we have summarized in three major takeaways, with
the first applying specifically to continuous-flow production. First,
the spin-exchange rate decreases with increasing gas density,
whereas the residence time, the time during which 129Xe can be
polarized, increases with increasing gas density. With small optical
cells, the residence time is especially important, which explains the
push to higher densities at the cost of a smaller spin-exchange
cross section. However, if we consider interactions in both the
short and very-short regimes, the spin-exchange cross section does
not decrease as severely as it does if only the short regime is con-
sidered (Fig. 2). Higher pressures also mean increased Rb absorp-
tion through pressure broadening, which could lead to higher Rb
polarization depending on the laser profile. Second, to increase
the spin-exchange rate, we can increase the temperature, which
will have two functions: first to decrease the lifetime of the van
der Waals molecules and second to increase the Rb density. Yet,
unless there is an excess of laser power, the Rb polarization will
start to drop rapidly due to the increased light absorption. This
has been observed in our own cell where at a lower density of
5:6� 1017 m�3, the Rb polarization was approximately 81%, but
at a density almost twice that of 2:0� 1018 m�3, the Rb polariza-
tion dropped to 52%. Third, for a given laser power (and flow rate
for continuous-flow SEOP), there will be an optimal balance
between a high Rb polarization and a high spin-exchange rate.
The balance between a high spin-exchange rate and high Rb
polarization is why we see a peak in 129Xe polarization at certain
transmission or absorption values (see Freeman et al.23 for many
examples). This all goes to show why temperature and pressure
mapping of the 129Xe polarization is important for optimal per-
formance, but a measure of the Rb vapor density and Rb polariza-
tion may be even more important. We wish to emphasize this
optimization is most important in systems with limited laser
power where the Rb polarization can rapidly decrease due to high
absorption. However, this is also seen in high laser power SEOP
systems where the final Xe polarization is much greater due to the
increased Rb polarization. Indeed, even with 210W of laser power
for a 250 ml optical cell, Zook et al. noted an optimal Rb density
corresponding to approximately 140 	C, and a decrease in perfor-
mance at both lower (110 	C) and higher (170 	C) temperatures.64
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VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, starting from the main theory of SEOP
developed by Happer et al., we derive a closed form expression for
the spin-exchange cross section that can be used from the short to
the very-short lifetime regime. While deriving such expression, we
point out previous mistakes made in theoretical models that aimed
to estimate Xe polarization values in continuous-flow and stopped-
flow SEOP setups. Specifically, we show that previous models made
invalid assumptions about the molecular lifetime of van der Waals
molecules during which spin exchange between alkali metal and
noble gas atoms occurs. Specifically, while the use of high gas pres-
sures pushed the system into the very-short lifetime regime, an
expression for the spin-exchange rate valid only for the short life-
time regime and in the absence of optical pumping was used. This
incorrect assumption, along with an overestimation of the Rb
vapor density, led to inflated theoretical 129Xe polarization values
that were well above those obtained experimentally and to a search
for new 129Xe depolarization mechanisms.

By using the correct Rb vapor density and Rb polarization,
and by using the correct expression of the spin-exchange cross
section, theoretical 129Xe polarization values closely match those
obtained experimentally. As outlined here, improved measurements
of spin-exchange theoretical constants are most certainly needed
to be able to correctly predict spin-exchange cross sections under
each and every experimental condition. However, even though
accurate measurements of these parameters do not exist, the pro-
posed closed form expression for the spin-exchange cross section,
along with these parameters, can still predict spin-exchange rates
close to those we have measured experimentally, which are at
least an order of magnitude larger than those previously used in
theoretical models.

Clearly, only by using the correct theoretical framework, one
can begin to understand and optimize experimental conditions
needed to achieve high 129Xe polarization values.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for a complete list of theoretical
constants and their definitions used in this work, the Mathematica
script that can be used to evaluate the spin-exchange cross section
and final 129Xe polarization, and the evidence of Rb energy pooling.
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